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Minutes of OMHA Board Meeting ‐ Lakeview Inn
Tuesday February 07, 2017
1. Meeting called to order at 7:16pm
2. In attendance : Debi Hartle, Jeff Faye, Jamie Steer, Roy Bowlby, Lindsay Graw, Amanda
Germain, Geoff Stewart , Tara Woodgate‐Small, Carrie Fischer, Jenilee Delday Hemsing ,
Karla Helm, Gabe Amyotte , Kerry Rawson, Lee Kennedy , Kurt Thommas
Absent : Doug Baba, Kevin Pashak, Jeremy Gough, Tammy Szilagyi, Dave Harper, Ryan
Klippenstein , Rob Albers
3. Minutes from previous meeting‐ Jeff moved the minutes be accepted. All in favor.
4. Reports:
a) Gabe reported that OMHA is looking into a Tournament Coordinator as an
appointed position on the OMHA Board.
‐ Discussion was had about goalie evaluations.
‐ Golf Tournament will be the 3rd Thursday in June. Still looking for a
location.
‐ Gabe, Geoff and division directors will meet ,and finalize the tournaments.
‐ Gabe reported that in the Female division, female players are getting hurt.
OMHA to look into introducing the female program to a checking clinic in
the beginning of the season. Possibly the end of the season as well for
peewee, bantam, and midget.
‐ Gabe and Geoff are looking for coach feedback as the season is wrapping
up. Good and bad.
‐ Question was asked – Who sees the coach surveys? The answer is Jeremy,
Geoff and Lindsay. They are the ONLY people who see the coach surveys.
b) Geoff had a discussion with the Board on their thoughts on a Novice A,B, and C
Division. Geoff and the Novice Directors to discuss at a later date.
‐ Geoff is going to meet with Kurt and discuss how the season went in
initiation with the A and B .
‐ Geoff has all the feedback from HiTech. He needs to go through it.
c) Amanda reported to directors to remind their teams to get their final budgets
into her when their season is over. No budgets = no return of the $300 deposit.
‐ There has been no money received to OMHA from the Female tournament
‐ Novice tournament spent $1,200 ‐ $1,300 on an accountant.
d) Kerry reported the ORA has been busy with game ejections. Please remind
coaches they cannot stand on bench with the foot on the dashboard.
‐ Kerry is gathering info for Jeremy on the coaches that have been
suspended in the last month. Gabe asked for players as well. *all info
should be on the CAHL website.
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Kerry asked a question about tournaments in March, They are OOAA
tournaments. The ORA will need to contact someone from the OOAA for
info on them. John Willson is the President.
‐ ORA is going sponsor 2 x $500 scholarships for the ORA , Kerry
asked if OMHA would donate any money.
‐ ORA wind up is April 22.
e) Jamie – Teams are wrapping up. Working on ice times . Ice times will be
available week to week now.
f) Roy asked if the power point from the goalie course that OMHA
Coaches attended was available to view yet. Geoff to look into it.
g) Carrie said there is a shortage of goalies in the female side. What can
OMHA do to help find more goalies?
Jerseys and Jeans tickets are available for purchase. Tickets are $50
each.
5. Adjourned the meeting at 8:59pm

